
While most industries across America are shedding jobs, the healthcare industry is facing a di!erent 
phenomenon — a shortage of physicians. Nobody knows this better than west-central Missouri-based 
health center, Bothwell Regional Health Center, who needs to hire upwards of 20 physicians over the 
next "ve years.

As a regional health center, Bothwell services several communities in Missouri delivering top quality 
treatment including acute, emergency, surgical, women’s health, and oncology care. With so many 
specialties to cover and patients to care for, Bothwell realized they were way behind when it came to 
recruiting physicians to replace retiring baby boomers.

“Our community is tight-knit, warm and welcoming,” said Dawes. “Many of our neighbors and friends 
are involved in showing potential candidates the beauty and warmth of our community. Next we 
needed a recruiting partner who could help us "nd the right candidates who were a good "t with our 
way of life.”

With such a small niche to "ll, it was vital that Bothwell streamlined the recruitment process. Prior to the 
recruiting overhaul, many di!erent departments were in charge of the process. There was not a 
full-time employee dedicated to handling recruitment, but instead a few employees were tasked with 
physician recruitment responsibilities in addition to their core responsibilities.

Does passion, purpose, and values
found in smaller hospitals trump
location of larger systems?

Arlington Healthcare revolutionizes the physician recruiting process at
Bothwell Regional Health Center

“We want our patients to know they can come to us for great 
care, and to "nd "rst-rate physicians,” said John Dawes, 
President & CEO of Bothwell. “We strive to provide a better 
type of healthcare experience than people are used to.”

Bothwell needed to address recruiting challenges in order to 
ensure physicians who "t with the Bothwell community and 
hospital were being brought in for interviews. They needed to 
"nd physicians who wanted to live and practice medicine in a 
non-metropolitan out-state community.

Bothwell knew in order to recruit more candidates they 
needed to stop apologizing for not having certain restaurants 
or easy access to the symphony, and start communicating that 
they are one of the best kept secrets in the U.S. who supports,
values, and appreciates their physicians.
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AHC and Bothwell team up for physician recruiting

a good !t with us. This way we aren’t trying to sell our beautiful but small community to someone who
wants to live in New York City.”

The result of the disjointed process was many of the physicians who were brought in for an interview 
were not true potential hires, which led to wasted time and e"ort. Bothwell needed to consolidate the 
process and hire a physician-recruiting !rm that understood their non-metropolitan area and could 
attract potential candidates and update the recruiting process.

“Re#ecting back, our lack of sourcing physician candidates camou#aged our bigger issue—our internal 
physician recruitment process. It’s amazing that once we aligned our physician recruitment process, it 
provided an opportunity for our team to shine.” Dawes said. “I’m proud to say that our Senior 
Leadership Team, medical sta", board of trustees, and community members are now ‘hard wired’ with 
the best practices to recruit physicians.”

Bothwell signed an exclusive contract with AHC to manage physician recruiting, rather than keep their 
recruiting process fragmented and ine"ective. The service helps Bothwell save e"ort and money while 
reducing the energy it takes to close a deal with a potential candidate — the number one time eater 
when it comes to physician recruiting.

“Due to a number of physicians who are forecasted to retire over the next few years, we are in need of 
12 to 20 new physicians over the next two years—a tall task for a small community. Our success is 
directly correlated to hiring the next generation. Streamlining the interview process is a top priority for 
us,” said Dawes.

To streamline and manage their physician 
recruiting division, Bothwell called on Arlington 
Healthcare (AHC), a physician recruitment !rm 
located in Elgin, IL who specializes in rural 
markets. AHC had placed physicians in the 
Bothwell organization in the past who turned out 
to be great !ts with the hospital. From !nding 
gynecologists to oncologists, AHC keeps 
Bothwell’s hospitals and nursing facilities #ush 
with doctors.

“AHC implemented the six sigma algorithms into 
our physician recruitment process, making the 
process so much easier for us now,” said Dawes. 
“AHC takes care of delivering candidates who are 
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AHC supplies potential candidates who pan out more often than not and move from candidate to 
employed physician. The time it takes from talking with a potential candidate to signing a contract has 
decreased from 180 days to 40 days under the direction of AHC.

“We spend a lot of time interviewing potential candidates and taking them around the community, 
showing the schools and what we have to o!er,” said Dawes. “That’s why it’s so important that we spend 
our time with candidates who are serious about our community and our healthcare.”

Bothwell’s recruiting goes sleek 
One of Bothwell’s goals was to be able to see the results of their partnership with AHC proven via data. 
The industry standard for signing physicians is 5:1 — one hire for every "ve doctors interviewed.

At the beginning of the process, before the partnership with AHC, Bothwell had a 19:1 average, well 
below industry standards. After one year of working with AHC, Bothwell managed to raise the "gure to 
12:1, and one year after that, in 2010, Bothwell was up to a 2:1 average.
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“AHC does a wonderful job of building the relationship with the candidate so we ask the right 
questions before we go to far down in the process,” Dawes said. “Over the past year we’ve signed 2:1, 
including the last six of eight interviews, because AHC just keeps bringing us the right candidates. They 
have to be a good !t and it has to be the right opportunity. We know it’s not easy.”

A better sta!ed and more e"cient hospital leads to a happy, well-cared for community

With a new recruitment process in place under the direction of AHC and several new doctors already 
starting in their new positions, Bothwell is looking forward to the future. The result of this streamlined 
recruitment is a hospital that is secure in the knowledge that they have the doctors necessary to meet 
the healthcare needs of their patients.

Bothwell sta" now spends less time recruiting unsuited candidates and more time investing their 
e"orts, energy and money into other areas of their hospital. The partnership with AHC relieves 
executives and sta" members of the burden of marketing for physicians, as AHC makes all the initial 
contact whether via phone or email blast.

“I truly believe we could not have done this ourselves,” Dawes said. “We learned so many great 
techniques from AHC on how to learn if a candidate is serious, and how to really sell our hospital and 
community. ”

With a system that works in place, AHC is poised and ready to help Bothwell continue to !nd and place 
physicians that !t with their community and needs.
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